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Context
WINTER DORMANCY

BUD BREAK

Buds are isolated from the stem
xylem conduits (callose barrier)

New vascular connections

- When is the exact timing when these new vascular connections are made
- What is the origin of the water supporting bud growth and break

?

Photos: Vitis vinifera buds: left, no vascular connections; right: first connections into leaf primordia. Xie et al. 2018. Scientia Horticulturae

We have developed a new method (Barbeta et al. 2020) to partition stem water into:
- Vessel water: directly associated to the transpiration stream
- Tissue water: associated to the wood matrix
Cryogenic
distillation

Centrifugation
in CAVITRON

Extraction curves with Cavitron: Pivovaroff 2016 (AoB plant), Cochard 2002. PC&E

Research objectives
1. To assess the timing when buds and stem xylem are
hydraulically connected

2. To characterize the source of water entering
buds during budburst: Vessel/tissue water

3. To test our new method to partition bulk xylem
water into vessel and tissue water to characterize
plant phenological changes in water source by
using water stable isotopes

Methods: sampling campaigns in the forest during budburst season
Ciron Valley (NW France)
Seasonal sampling of water sources, stems,
buds and leaves
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+ track of tree phenology (budburst)
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Methods: Stem water pool separation and isotope analysis
Complete description in
Barbeta et al. 2020

Centrifuge rotor flow + cryogenic
distillation method

Tissue water:
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Bulk water: cryogenic distillation
All the water in stems: vessel + tissue
Photo: Vessels, radial parenchyma and wood fibers in Fagus sylvatica. Prislan et al. 2013. Agric. For. Meteorol.

Results: Stem water pools during budburst for Fagus sylvatica
Water pools

Stem GWC %

Bud or leaf GWC %

Xylem tissue
Xylem vessels
Bud/Leaf

Tissue water:
Fagus →33-37%
Quercus →32-41%
Vessel water:
Fagus →7-16%
Quercus →0.3-7%

➢ Tissue water decreases
during bud swelling
➢ After BB tissue water
starts to be replenished
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Results: Xylem/leaf water isotopic compositions for deciduous species
Before budburst

After budburst
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Bud water evaporative line follows
bulk water distribution

Leaf water evaporative line
origins in vessel water

After budburst

Before budburst

Results: Seasonal evolution of water isotopic compositions in Q. robur
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Results: Stem water pools during budburst for Pinus pinaster
Before budburst

After budburst
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Stem GWC %
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Tissue water:
Pinus → 36-45%
Water pools

Vessel water:
Pinus → 10-13%

Bulk xylem
Xylem tissue
Xylem Tracheids
Leaves

➢ We observe similar
results for
evergreen pines
than for deciduous
species in terms of
GWC and water
stable isotopes

Conclusions
BEFORE BUDBURST

AFTER BUDBURST

➢ Buds are isolated from vessels
on stems
➢ Tissue water decreases during
bud swelling
➢ Bud water ~ bulk water

➢ New vascular connections
when leaves are flushed
➢ Tissue water is replenished
➢ Leaf water ~ vessel water
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